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PREFACE 
?hc Atomic Energy Control Board has three levels of Regulatory Documents, graduated in terms of their 

rigidity of application 

Level 1: Regulatory Guides 
This is the most flexible form of regulatory document, providjng advice or gukielincs on certain aspects 

of the regulatory process. 

Level 2: Regulatory Policy Statements _ 
These contain firm requtrements and guidelines for compliance. However. the AECB may allow 

variations, or consider alternative means of attaining tbe same objectives where a satisfactory case is made. 

Level 3: Regulations 
These are instruments by whtch the AECB establishes prohtbirions. rights, obligations and powers 

pursuant to the Atomic Energy Coarrol Act. Regulations possess the full force of law; they leave. little room 
for interpretation. 

All Regulatory Documents sre inhiahy issued in dratl form as Consultative Documents, for comments 
by the public, special interest groups and those potentially affected by the. content such as licensees and 
their employees. 

Suggestions for new Regulatory Documents snd for improvement to those tbat exist are encouraged and 
should be directed to the AECB Office of Pubtic Information, as should requests for technical information 
on and interpretation of Regulatory Documents, if a subject matter specialist is not specified in the test. 

Copies of Regulatory Documents am available in both English and French from the: 
Oftice of Public Information 
Atomic Energy Control Board 
280 Slater street 
P.O. Box 1046 
Ottawa, Ontario 
CANADA KIP X39 
Telephone: (613) 995-5894 
Facsimile: (613) 992-2915 
If you wish to appzax on the mailing list .for the receipt of Consult+tve Documents or Notices 

announcing the& release, requests can be sent to tbe same address. 

. 
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Reporting Requirements for 
Operating Nuclear Power Facilities 

A. PURPOSE 
This regulatory document consolidates in a single docUmeM the requirements for reports that 

operating nuclear power facilities must make to the Atomic Energy Control Board (ABCB). Additional 
reporting requkements are imposed on individual licensees through specific 1icenc-e couditlons and 
Regulations made under the Aromic Energy Contrvl Act. 

B. INTRODUCTION 
A licensee who operates a nuclear power facility in Canada shall submit the following reports on the 

facility to the ABCB: 
a) eventrepor& 
b) quarterly reports, 
c) safety report updates, 
d) annual radiological environmental monilorhtg reports, 
e) annual research and development reports, 
f) periodic inspection reports, 
g) annual reliability reports, and 
h) fnsionable and fertile substances reports 

C. DEFINITIONS 
In this document, 

“defined speeificatious” means the criteria set out lo the licensing documents for a special safety system 
or a safety-related system that designate the minimum functional capability and performance levels 
requlmd for effectiveness; (crir2nzs t?mbfLr) 

“discovery of a safety problem” means the earliest time when the licensee uncovers a situation rcvcaling 
a safety problem or decides that specific resources should bc allocated to ascertain whether or not a 
safety problem exists: (d~couverre d’un probl2me de sGrer4J 

Smpahment report” moans a report of the impairment history of the system for aglven time, and 
iocludes. for each impairment, its duration and an assessment of the ability of the system to perform 
with respwt to the reBability measurr in the lkensiog documents: (rqporf de &ftiUance) 

Wpcradng Policies and RindpIes” means a document idaMed as the Operating Policies and Principles 
in the licensing documents, that sets out the authorities and responsibiUtles of managerial and 
operating staff, and the principles and guidelines to be followed for safe operation of the fadlity 
systems; (lignc de conduire pour l%ploiralionJ 

“oral report” means information transmitted in a verbal or other form acceptable to the ABCB; 
(rapport oral) 

“potential serious process failure” means an event that could have become a serious process failure, but 
did not. due to fortuitous circumstances rather than design provisions or approved procedures; 
kiefaillance grave possible de sysltme fonclionnel) 

“predicted reliability” OUZMS the lehabllity of a system in its mminal state during some future period 
and/or. for poised systems. 81 some future time; (/iabilitipr&ue) 
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“pressure boundary” means any pressure-retaining vessel or system component that is subject to 
registration or that is registered under the applicable boiler and pressure vessel legislation, whether a 
conventional system or a nuclear system; (envefoppe de pression) 

“reliability” means the probability that a system in a given state will be able to perform a stated miss/on 
under stated conditions according to its defined spe&ications for a stated mission time and/or. for 
poised systems, when required to do so; vio6ilirc) 

“safety-related system” means those structures, systems, and components that either are identified as 
safety related in the licensing documents. or whose malftmction or failure could lead directly to 
radiation exposure of site personnel or the public. or could dhectly increase the severity of accidental 
releases of radioactive material from the facility; (sysr&n.r n&f d,la sGr&~ 

: “security incident” means: 
(a) an actual, attempted, or threatened act of sabotage, 
@) a failure of the procedures. or a breach or malfunction of the security system that resuhs in a 
failure to comply with the Physkuf Sect&y Regularions or the powerreactor operating licence, or 
(c) an actual or Impending civil demonstration at the facility; (arreinre (? la st?cutifJ muf&rXe) 

%erious process failure” means a failure. of a process system, component, structure, or an inappropriate 
procedure or human action: 

(a) that led to a systematic fuel failure or to a signitka.nt release from the facility, or 
(b) that could have led to a systematic fuel failure or a signffiit release in the absence of action 
by any special safety sys!em; (d~faillance grave de syskke fonctionnel) 

“‘significant release” means a release of radioactive material that arises from an event and that results in a 
whole body or committed effective dose in excess of O.OOOS Sv (50 mrem) or a committed or received 
thyroid dose of OX!5 Sv (500 mrem) to the most exposed member of the public at or beyond the 
e.xCluslOn bCundaty; (rejet importmt) 

“special safety system” means the shutdown system no.1. the shutdowc system no. 2. the containment 
system. or the emergency core cooling system; (sysr.?me specie de slirefk) 

“systematic fuel failure” means that fuel that has no defect prior to an event, fails or exceeds the fuel 
integrity criteria defined in the licensing documents as a result of tie event; (d4faillunce syst&nadque 
du combustible) 

“unacceptable decline in reliability” means that a safety-related system, subsystem or component: 
(a) doesmt~thepredictedreli~~~t2agetstfivaresetwtin~U~~~or 
0) shows a continuej trend of reduced reliability such that those targets will not be met; (batise 
i~~ceprnble de la fiabilirc) 

“violation of a licence Condition” means a violation of a coudition of the reactor operating licence, the 
Physical Securiry Reguladons, the lkmspon Pack-aging of Rndioactive iUarerials Regularions, or the 
Atomic Energy Conrrol Regularions and, witbout limithtg the generality of the foregoing, includes: 

(a) a failure to comply with any document specifically referenced in the operating licence such as 
the Operatitig Pohcies and PrincIplea or, 
(b) an interference with the operation of any safeguards equipment installed by or on behalf of the 
1ntemational Atomic Energy Agency; (infmcrion au pennis) 

“Written report” means information transmitted in a written or electronic form acceptable to the AECB; 
(rapport &it) 
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D. REPORTING RRQDIRBMENTS 

1. Event Reports 
Every licensee who operates a nuclear power reactor shall make event repXis to the Project Ofhcer or 

to the Director of the Power Reactor division designated by the 4BCB for the facility involved, at the 
times required by subsections 1.2 and 1.3 or. for each event that is described in 1.2(a) and 1.2(b), to the 
AECB Duty OfBcer, if the Project Officer or Director cannot be contacted witin the allotted times. 

1.1 RepoHable Events ’ 
An event report shall be submitted for: 

(a) i violation of a licence condition; 
(b) an emission of radioactive material that is: 

(I) in excess ofthe limits that are specified In the licensing documents, or 
(ii) unmonitored where the upper limit of the release cannot be esUmated and shown to be 
below the limits set out in the licensing documents; 

(c) au event that could have caused a reportable dose of ionizing radiation under the Afomic Energy 
Control Regulations, but did not, due to fnttultous circumstances rather than to approved 
procedures (this is in addition to the requirements set out in the ABC Regulations concerning the 
rept@g of an occurrence resslting or likely to result hi a dose of ionizing radiation in excess of 
any dose speciEed in the ABC Regulations); 
(d) a serious process failure; 
(e) a potential serious process failure; 
(f) an automatic or lntenUonal manual actuation of either shutdown system, or both, from any 
power level, except: 

(I) a reactor hip that occurs while the unit is in a guaranteed shutdown state and where there is 
uo failure or potential failure of the shutdown guarantor. or 
(ii) a reactor trip that was part of a preplanued sequence; 

(g) an event where the reactor 1s required to be shut down by the conditions of the licence or the 
Operating Policies and Principles; 
(h) an unphmbzd aetuatlon or series of actuations of the emergency core cooling system or 
subsystem; 
0) an unplanned actuation or series of actuations of the containment system or subsystem except 
for a spurious actuaUon of the containment isolation subsystem where there is no actual or potential 
significant release; 
(i) a degradation of a special safety system or a relemnt safely-related system that: 

(i) is hazardous to the health and safety of any person, or 
(ii) prevents a special safety system or a safety-related system from meeting Its defined 
SpcciticaUons; 

(k) a degradation of the pressure boundary that exceeds a limit that is specitied in’the design 
analysis or in the applicable boiler and preSSwe vessel code, standard or act under which the 
pressure boundary was registered and includes: 

(i) a pressure boundary deformation. crack. or rupture or a leakage in excess of a limit that is 
SpeciUed in the Operating Policies and Principles; 
(ii) the occurrence of an abnormal loading transient that exceeds: 
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(A) a pressure boundary design condition. or 
(B) a Service Level B condition. for any nuclear compownt that is designed in accordance 
with the tulcs of ASh-lE III subsection NB; 

(iii) a change to tbe she, rating or material property of the pressure boundary beyond that 
allowed for in the design; 
(iv) a repair or modification that changes the strength of a component of the pressure boundary 
that did not receive the prior authorization required by CSA Standard N285.0; 
(v) a reduction of the ~1 thiclyless beyond that allowed in the design by the applicable 
pressure vessel code. standard or act .under which the pressme boundary was registered; and 
(vi) degradation of the’overpressure protection equipment for the pressure boundary that violates 
a liit of the overpressure protection report or any other licensing document; 

(I) a reduction of the effectiveness of thi systems for reactor power control, for the primary 
heat transport system pressure and inventory control or for turbine protection, below tbe defined 
specitications (whether caused by failure, equipment inadequacy, improper procedures. or 
inappropriate human action) 
(m) an event that results in a loss of heavy water greater than 100 kg (in addition to the reporting 
requirements set out in the Aromic Energy Conrd Regu!dons for theft or loss of a prescribed 
substance); 
(n) a security incident at the facility; 
(0) an actual. threatened. or impending walkout, work disruption, slowdown, legsl or illegal strike 
that can affect the safety or security of facility operations or the capablbty to maintain mMmum 
staff complements; 
@) a declaration of an alert or emergency, within or beyond a unit of the facility. where personnel 
or resources are mobilized by the licensee in response to an tmexpccled occurrence of a 
radiological condition, chemtcal spill. tire, or potentially explosive mixture of gases that creates an 
actual hazard to the safe operation of the facility or to the safety of the public: 
(q) a concentration of hydrogen and deuterium in any cover gas system in excess of 4% by volume; 
(r) the occutrence of an earthquake thy exceeds. at the site, the maximum free-field seismic 
instrumentation triggering level that is specified by Standard CANKSA N289.5 or. where 
appropriate instrumentation is not available. the OCcurreofe ofanearthquakethatisgreaterthan 
magnitude 5 on the Rlchtez scale within 500 kilometers of the site; ~~ 
(s) a failw to perform a test that is required by a llcence conditiot$ includhtg any routine test of a 
safety-related system tbat is required in the licensing documents, except in accordance with 
appro=-l pmwdms; 
(t) a faihue to monitor or control a release path of radioactive material that is requimd to be 
continuously momtored and controlled except in accordance with approved procedures; 
(u) the discovery of a safety problem adsing from operating experience that reveals a hazard to 
radiological health or nuclear safety that is different in nature. greater in probability, or greater in 
magnitude than was previously represented to the AECB in the licensing documents and includes: 

0) the discovery that a special safety system cbes not meet its defined specifications; 
(ii) acase~thcreactorisfoundU,beoperatinginastate~~wasnotcolrddaedinthesafety 
~ysis.ortheormnenceofancventofatypmatfsrotcMsidacdinthesaf~analyds; 
(iii) an unexplained and unexpeaed reactor core behaviom; 
(iv) an event where two or more systems or components. that were assumed in the safety 
analysis to be mutuatly independent. are proven to be interdependent; 
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(v) the discovery of a mistake in a licensing document that, if relied upon or acted upon, would 
increase the risk to radiological health or nuclear safety. 

(v) the discovery of a safety pcoblcm that arises from research findings or improved methods for 
safety analysis. that reveals a hazard to radiological health 01 nuclear safety that is different ln 
nature, greater in probability. or greaterin magnitude than was previously represented to the AECB 
in the licensing documents and includex 

(i) the discovery that the. assumpUons. lpputs, analytical methods or results of the safety 
analyses may be invalid; 
(ii.) information that reveals : 

(A) that the limits in the Operating Policies and Principles document, or in the appendices to 
the document, are inadequate. or 
(B) that the analyses from which the limits were derived may be. invalid or uncertain, such 
that the minimum margins of safety are less than predicted: 

(iii) information that reveals that the defined spechications of a speciai safety system or of a 
safety-related system are invalid and, 
(iv) the discovery of a mistake in a licensing document that, if relic-d upon or acted upon, would 
increase the risk to radiological health or nuclear safety. 

1.2 Oml Event Reportc 
For all events refetred to in Subsection 1.1. except paragraph 1.1(v). a licensee shall make an oral 

report to the ABCB as foBows: 
(a) as soon as possible, for an emergency as described in paragraph 1.1(p) or for a security 
incident, where a hazard to safety or security continues to exist. (i.e. the oral report shall be made 
immediately after inhiating the required response actions and alerting the required provincial, 
municipal authorities or station staff who are responsible for responding to an event); 
@) withIn 24 hours: 

0). the loss or theft of a prescribed substance, as described in paragraph 1.1(m). 
(ii) an 8Ctual or potential dose of ionizing radiaUon, as deaaibed in paragraph I.1 (c). 
@Ii) an emission of radioactive material in excess of the limits. as described in paragraph l.l@). 
QV) the Owurrww of any seismic event that exceeds the maximum acceleratton for the design 
basis earthquake; 

(c) by the first business day following the discovery of an event that is described in subsection 1.1 
and that is not referred to in parag+s (a) and (b). 

1.3 Written Evcni Reports 
Ia addition to the oral event reports required by subsection 1.2. a licensee shall make one or more 

written reports for each cvcnt discussed in subsection 1.1 as follows: 

Event Notification Report 
For all events referred to Subsection 1.1, a ticensee shah make an event report and submu to the 

AJXB. an Event Notitication Report within 15 calendar days after the discovery of then event. ‘Ihe Event 
NotiBcaUon Report shall contain the following information: 

(a) the date and Lime of the event; 
@I the facility and reactor unit(s) affected; 
(c) where relevant. idenUtIcaUon of the systems, components, functions or personnel that were 
affected; 
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(d) primary applicable paragraph(s) of subsection 1.1. Bcence condition(s) or regulations : 
(e) a brief description of the event and how the event was discovered; 
(t) if relevant, a~description of the condition of the event site and the operating conditions of the 
unit(s) including reactor power prior to the event; 
(g) a description of the actions taken in immediate response to the event; 
Q a statement of the safety significance of the event. including. if the event is an automatic or 
intentional manual actuation of ether shutdown system. a statement as to whether the event was a 
serious process failure or not; 
(i) if relevant, the resultiug doses or dose estimates to the personnel or tothe public; 
(i) if applicab!e, the municipal, provincial and federat authorities that were notified of the event; 
Q if applicable, a statement of whether or cot there will be. a root cause analysis antior human 
performance evaluation done of the event; 
(I) a statement whether the Event Notification Report constitutes a Detailed Event Report or not; 
(m) the signature of the designated representative of the licensee 

De!rdled Event Report 
For all events referred to Subsection 1.1, except paragraph 1.1(v). a licensee shall submit to the AECB 

a Detailed Event Report within 45 calendar days after the discovray of the event unless the Event 
Notiftcation Repott previously forwarded to the AECB contains all the information required for a 
Detailed Event Report 

The Detailed Event Report shall include- the following infomtattorn 
(n) if relevant. an update of the information submitted in the Event Notification Report to correct 
any errors. changes or omissions; 
(0) a detailed account of the event that sets out any causes or consequences, including. where 
relevant, those that have been established by an Investigative pocess: 
(p) If relevant, an evaluatton of the degree of impabment of special safety systems or of a safety- 
related system; 
(q) lf applicable. a statement as to whether a review has been ear&d out and account has been 
taken of similar related events; 
(r) UleeotTeaivcaatonstakenor~~tobe~ntoprevwt~arecurreoce of the event or to 
correct the situation, including. for au event that itt~lves human error, those. actions that result 
from a human performance evaluation process; 
(s) the comments Wor recommendations of the facility management Including, if relevant. their 
comments on the appmpriateness of the actions taken by operating staff ; 
(1) a statement whether the Detailed E-vent Report is bellwed to be complete or. that an Additional 
Report will be made and, If so. the Additional Report numb@ that has been assigned and. 
(u) the signature of the designated representative of the licensee. 

Additional Report 
Where the Detailed Event Report is incomplete due to the unavailability of the relevant information or 

due to an ongoing investlgatlon, or due to the discovery of new hsformatlon, the lii ShdllMke~ 

Additionat Report to the AJXB as soon as the tequhed information becomes avallable. 
The Additional Report shall contain: 

(v) the required information that is missing from the Detailed Event Report; 
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(w) if relevant. au update of the information in the Detailed Event Report to correct any errors, 
changes or omksions; 
(x) a statement on the disposition of any action and recommendation. In the Detailed Event Report 
as per subparagraphs 1.3 (r) and’ 1.3 (s); 
(y) a statement as to whetha or not the Additional Report is beljeved to be complete and ail 
necessary follow-up acttoos are taken; sod. 
(2) the signature of the designated representative of the licensee 

2. Quarterly Repotis 

Every kensee who operates a nuclear power fadbiy shalt make. each calendar year. four quarterly 
qm-ts in writing to the AECB. The reports shalt be submitted to the Reject Officer or staff member 
designated by the AECB for the facility involved. at the time that is required by subsection 2.2. 

2.1 Confenk ,of Quorte& Repotts 

The quarterly report shall report the following: 
(a) a change ln station personnel organization and staffing, procedure. ~qtiprnent, or fuel that could 
invalidate the information in the Safety Report or other documents that are refened to in the 
ucensing documents; 
(b) a list amYor a brief description of the events with report titles and mnnbers. of the events 
required to be reported under Subsection 1.1 that occurred during the reporting period, except for 
any security event referred to in Paragraph 1.1 (n); 
(c) a list and/or brief description of the Additional Reports desaibed in 1.3 ktz 

(i) were submitted during the quarter with the Detailed Event Report titles and numbers, 
(ii) remah to be tkbmitted with the Detailed Event Repott thles and numbers 

(d) the results of mutine radioactive effluent mbuitoring, ineluding. for each month of the quarter, 
the total activity released sod the cooling water flow VUhUe; 

(e) the results of uon-mutfne off-she radiologleal monitorlog that was triggered as a result of any 
unplanned emission of radioactive material: 
(r) a summary of the results of muthte surxys of the radiation field or surface cotnaminaUon and the 
concentraUon of airborm radioactive materials that were taken in various locatlotas wlthht the facilhy. 
‘Ihisshouldlnclu&ttrc~~ofanyassssmeotioderc*i~ ofradWouh@ardoverthne; 

(9) thcdosenceivedbyanypnonthatraultcd~manymntthatisdesaibediaparagraphl.l(c). 
themlleaiveQseofruwwkcrspoddose~fordiffamrgroupsof~ 
(h) asummvyofanagurya~sesmdM1~thatwaecPniedoutandadesaiptionofany 
change that was made to the emergency procedures and once per year. one of the quarterly reports 
shall also inchtde the results of the annual review conducted by the licensee, of the off-site 
emergeney procedures aud the arrangements with off-site authorities; 
(i) a summary of faults or combination of faults that pmvented a special safety system and. where 
applicable. a safety-related system. from meaing its defined spechicatiom; 
(i) the acquisition and transfer of prescribed substances. including any revisions to the inventory to 
Bccotmt for radfoactlve decay. The fourth quarterly report for eaeh calendar year shall also include 
the inventory as of the end of the yeart 
0 the number of tires that occurmd at the facility with au evaluation of thetr safety signtfieance. and 
0 mcfounhqu~yrcpatforeach~~rcarshallalsoindudern~revicwreport0fVle 
safety-related station pmbrmWeindicamrsfcrtheopcraU0nalatMlmaintenanm prognms=j 
~ohfhatvcusedbyclu:1Icenscetoderaaposriblepoblaos,b~~oraenQanlto 
determh the appnpiate priority for tkir msohttion (tk information may be pRsenred in gtnphtcal form). 

.c 
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2.2 liming of Quarterly Reports 
Each quarterly report shall be submitted within three months of the end of the period covered by the 

report, except the fourth quarterly repoll for the calendar year, which shall be submitted by March i of 
the next calendar year. 

3. Safe@ Repotts 
Every licensee who operates a nuclear power reactor sliaii make an update of the Safety Report in 

writing to the RojectOffxex or the stalT member designated by the AECB: 
The update of the Safe~i Report &I reflect design and pmceduraI changes and new analyses. ‘Ihe 

: updated report shall tie into cpnsidexatlon any event or occurrencethat was reported pursuant to 
paragraphs 1.1 (u) and I. 1 (v). If any event or occurrence brings the results of the Safety Report 
analyses into question, the analyses shall be repeated using current methods and information. and the 
results incorporated into the Safety Report revisions. 

The description of the facility in the Safety Report shall be reviewed and updated where necessary, 
and submitted no more than every thnx years from the last update, unless otherwise permitted by the 
prior written approval of the AECB. 

lie Safety Report analyses for the facility shall be revlewed and updated, where necessary, every 
three years from the last update, unless othenvise approved in writing by the AECB. and shall be 
submitted by the date specified by the AiXB. 

4. Radiological Environmekal Monitoring Reports 
Every licensee who operates a nuclear power reactor shail make an annual repbrt of the results of the 

off-site radiological environmental monitoring program in writing to the Project Officer or to the staff 
member designated by the AECB. 

The reports shall inch& an analysis of the results of the off-site radiological environmental 
monitoring program, the individual doses that were calculated as doses to the crltlcai group, a review of 
the radloiogicai environmental monittig quality assurance program, and any unusual findings during 
the calendar year. 

‘Ihe report shall be submitted by May 1 of the next calendar year, unless o~.knviise approved in 
writing by the AECB. 

5. Research and Development Progress Repon 
Every iicensee who opera& a nuclear @oweI reactor ahail make an:anr@ resexch and development 

progress report in writing to the Project Officex or the staff member designated by the AECB. 
The progress report shall desaibe research and development prognms that are planned or are being 

carried out during the. calendar year, or that are planned for future years. to resoivx unresolved safety 
questions. ?he report shall describe schedules. milestones. and results of the programs. 

The report shall be submitted by May 1 of the next calendar year, unless otherwise approved in 
writing by the ABCB. 

6. Periodic Inspection Program Reports 
Every llcmsee who operates a nuclear power reactor shall make Periodic Gspectlon Program reports 

in writing to the Project Officer or the staff member designated by the AECB. 
The Periodic Inspection Program reports shall describe the results of any inspeuion carried out in 

accordance with the Periodic Impection Pmgram requkments of CSA Standa& NZ85.4 and MS.55 
The reports shall be submitted within 90 days of the completion of any stage of the Periodic 

Inspection Program that is referred to in CSA Standards N285.4 and N285.5. unless otherwise approved 
in writing by the AECB. 
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7. Rdiabilify Reporl 
Every licensee who operates a nuclear power reactor shall make an annual Reliability Report in 

writing to the Project Offhxr or the staff member designated by the ABCB. Tote requirement to report 
reliability on an annual basis does not relieve the licensee of its obligation to detect any unacceptable 
decline in reliability, and to respond to it on an ongoing basis. . 

‘ibe Reliability Report shall contain an evaluation, for the calendar year being reported of the system 
reliability of each special safety system and of any other safety-related system that has a specific 
reliability requirement described in the licensing documents. lbe Reliability Report shall include: 

(a) ‘a report on the completion of all tests that were required to be carried’out during&e reporting 
period by a licence condition or that were required by a routine test program that was referred to in 
the licensing documents, 
(b) an impairment report, 
(c) a review of reliabilhy indices for relevant safety-related systems (e.g. starting and running 
reliability of Class III power generators), 
(d) an assessment of the predicted reliability of each special safety system and of any other 
relevant safety-related system. The assessment shall include a review of the changes that occurred 
between the information that was used in thi exlstlng reliability analysis and the current status of 
that information. The review shall take into consideration: 

i) design changes that are anticipated in the reliability anatysis bJt that have .not yet been 
implemented; 
ii) design changes that were made subsequent to the reliability analysis: 
iii) differences between the actual operating or maintenance procedures and those assumed in the 
analysis; 
iv) differences between the actual components and system performances and those assumed in the 
reliability analysis. Where reievant. the rellabillty analysis review shall take into consideration: 

(A) the dlscovay of new falhrre modes not previously modeled in the reliability analysis; 
(B) differences in dre failure rates of components taking into account th-elr envirorment and 
USC?; 

(C) failure trends that affect the predicted reliability of the special safety systems and any 
other relevant safety-related system, and 

(e) if the assessment inc&ates that the predlctcd rellablllty of a special safety system and any other 
relevant safety-related system is less than tk target specified in the licensing documents, the 
Reliability Report shall also include: 

i) an evaluation and discussion of the significance of these results, 
ii) an identification of any action intended to be taken to increase the predicted system reliability 
to the limit specified in the licensing documents, and 
iii) a schedule for implementatlonof the actions, where relevant. 

If the review indtcates differences that would invalidate the reliability analysis, the analysis shall be 
ttfdated and the Reliability Report shall include the proposed schedule for updating the analysis. 

‘Ihe annual Reliability Report shall be submitted by April 1 of the year that follows the. reporting 
period. unless otherwise approved in writing by the ABCB. 

. . . 
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8. Fissionable and Fertile Substances Report 
_‘. Every licensee who operates a nuclear power reactor shall make reports on the inventory and transfer 

of fissionable and feriite substances in writing to the Project Officer or the staff member designated by 
the AECB. 

The reports shall b$ made and submitted in accordance with thedocument AECB-1049. “Reporting 
Requirements for fissionable and Fertile Substances” unless otherwise approved in writing by the AECB. 
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REGULATORY OBJECTIVES, REQUIREMENTS 
AND GUIDELINES FOR THE DISPOSAL OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES - LONG-TERM ASPECTS 

1. PURPOSEAND SCOPE 

It is the purpose of this document to present the regulatory basis for judging 
the long-term acceptability of radioactive waste disposal options, assuming that 
the operational aspect5 of waste emplacement and facility closure satisfy the 
existing, regulatory fraievork of requirements. Basic objectives of radioactive 
vaste disposal are given. as ire the regulsto~ry requirements whlcb must be 
satisfied in order to achieve these ob$ectives. In addition; guidelines are 
given on'the application of the radiological requirements to assist proponents 
in the preparation of submissions to the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB). 

The primary focus of the requirements Is on radiation protection, although 
environmental protection and institutional controls are also addressed in a more 
general way since these factors stem directly from the overall objectives for 
radioactive waste disposal. Other types of regulatory requirements such as 
might concern other aspects of conceptual assessments, siting; design, 
construction, operation and decommissioning of facilities for the management of 
particular waste types are, or will be, addressed in separate regulatory 
documen:s. Examples of these documents are Regulatory Document R-71 on the 
concept for deep geological disposal of nuclear fuel waste and Consultative 
Document C-36 on the management of uranium and thorium mine and mill tailings. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

In Canada, a wide variety of radioactive wastes are generated at ali steps in 
the nuclear fuel cycle from uranium mining and milling to reactor operations for 
electricity production. and from the use of radioisotopes in industry, research 
and hospitals. The bulk of these wastes are managed in a manner based on the 
principles of containment and .isolation from people and the environment. 
Hove-rer , ,the techniques employed rely on the continued need for human 
intervention and surveillance whether this be for monitoring, maintenance. 
treatment or restriction of public access to assure an acceptable level of 
radiological safety. The remaining wastes are disposed of either by controlled 
discharge to the environment as gaseous and liquid effluents,:or.ln the ease of 
small quantities of lightly contaminated material, by treatment as conventional 
wastes with no requirement for special radiological precautions. 

The current operation of radioactive waste management facilities and the routine 
discharge of radioactive,effluents from other nuclear facilities are strictly 
regulated by the AECB using a comprehensive system of licensing, compliance and 
enforcement activities. The specific radiological requirements applied by the 
ARCB are derived from the system of dose limitation recommended by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). The dose limits 
recommended by the ICRP are intended to apply to all practices in which 
radiation exposure of workers and the public can be influenced by active 
controls but do not apply to exposures from unusual events, medical irradiations 
and natural background radiation. For exposures from situations such as 
accidents and other unusual events during nuclear facility operations, the 
radiological requirements that are applied by the AECB acknowledge the expected 
frequency of occurrence of the unusual event or process causing the 



.SXpOS”re. In summary, for current operations a regulatory framework of 
radiological requirements is actively applied, such that procedures of various 
types are reliably maintained for monitoring environmental discharges, 
conducting remedial actions as necessary. and controlling exposure pathways. 

For the long-term management of radioactive wastes. the preferred approach is 
disposal, a permanent method of management in which there is no intention of 
retrieval and vhich, ideally,, qses techniques and designs that do not rely for 
their success on long&term institutional control beyond a reasonable period of 
ifme. The practical disposal options presently being studied usually involve 
containment of the wastes and their isolation from the biosphere for extended 
time periods. For some waste types, though, such as the large-volume wastes 
from uranium mining and milling, the ideal type of disposal may sometimes not be 
practicable: In such instances vhere there are no practical disposal options 
for achieving the ideal goal, there may be a long-term need for continued 
institutional controls to.guard against particular exposure scenarios after the 
facility has ceased receiving waste and has been closed down. 

Whichever option is implemented for the long-term containment and isolation of 
radioactive wastes, exposures after the closure of a disposal facility will be 
dependent on a range of events and processes with varying probabilities of 
occurrence and, in some cases. they will be delayed for considerable periods of 
time. Forecasts of the possible doses to humans are subject to additional 

.uncertainties owing to the range of factors affecting the environmental 
transport of radionuclides and to changes which might occur in future living 
habits. lifestyles and population distributions. Also, in the case of disposal 
with no ongoing requirement for institutional controls, it is not possible to 
enforce compliance with present-day forecasts since there would be no operator 
for the facility in the future. There is consequently a need to establish 
alternative regulatory requirements to ensure the acceptability of waste 
disposal options for which there are potential long-term radiological impacts in 
the post-operational period. The basic purpose of this document is to establish 
these waste management requirements. For reasons of consistency, equity and 
fairness, the requirements are based upon an extension of the existing 
regulatory framework and should be broadly applicable to all waste types and 
disposal options in which long-term containment and fsolation are employed. 

It is intended that the requirements and guidelines presented here vi11 come 
into effect immediately for those facilities designed specifically for the 
disposal of radioactive wastes. Where a facility may change from an operational 
storage facility to a disposal facility at some time in the future, the 
requirements and guidelines are intended to apply at the time disposal is 
considered to begin. This would normally occur as soon as practical after 
operations at the facility cease and would likely include a period of 
institutional control determined by waste and site-specifLc issues. 

3. OBJECTIVES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL 

The objectives of mdioactive wlete disposal we to: 

- minimize any buden placed on future genemtione, 
- protect the environment. 
- protect hwmn health, 

taking into account 6ociat and econwnic factors. 
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Many factors must be considered In meeting these objectives in an effective and 
reliable way over the long term. The disposal of radioactive wastes on the 
basis of containment anp isolation requires safety features to restrict the 

(MY 

release of radionuclides into the environment and to reduce the likelihood of 
Lx 

inadvertent public 6ccess to the wa6te. 
suitable combination of proceases, 

These safety features may incorporate a 
barriers and institutional controls. The 

processes include radioactive decay, adsorption, chemical precipitation,. 
dilution, dispersion and other phenomena which influence the transport of 
radianuclldes. The barriers may be provided by engineered design or by the 
natural geological setting of the 6i.t.e. Such a system of passive,multiple 
barriers gives 6" increased 'degree of essurance of containment arid isolation and 
of'assufance that any release of radioactive material to the enviroqent will 
occur at 6" acceptably lowrate. Institutional controls on the other hand are 
active mechanisms established by society to ensure the continued implementation 
6nd achievement of a desired course of action. These controls could include the 
monitoring and treatment of contaminated releases, the keeping of records, and 
the imposition of land-use restrictions registered in property deeds and 
by-laws. 

4. BASIC REGULATORY lEQUfR!%RNTS 

4.1 Burden on Future Generations 

The burden a future &xemtions .&all be minimi.sed by: 

id setecting disposal option6 for mdiouctive &&es which to 
the extent reasonably achieuabte do not rely on tong-term 
institutional controls a6 a necessary safe@ feature; 

(3) imp~mIenti?zg these d<8po6al option6 at an appropriate 
time, technical, 6ocial and economic factor6 being taken into 
account; and 

(cl e?wuri?q that there ape ?w predicted future risks to 
hwmn heutth and the environment that wauld not be currently 
accepted. 

The requirement to minimize the burdens on future generations'is based on three 
m6tter6 of principle. The first reflect6 a pessimistic view of the longevity of 
institutional control6 and concern for the possible consequences should they 
lapse. Where reasonable disposal alter"6tiVes Clearly exist, those option6 
which rely on monitoring, Surveillance or other institutional control6 a6 a 
prilaary safety feature for very long periods are not recommended. This is net 
because of concern that future generations will be technologically incompetent, 
but rather because methods of ensuring the continuity of controls are uot 
considered very reliable beyond a few hundred years. Similarly. it is not meant 
to imply that mea"6 to preserve the identity and location of waste.disposal 
facilities or to monitor their performance should not be attempted. It is 
expected that records will be kept end that in some c68e6 monitoring will be 
carried out, but, vhere reasonably possible, safety should not rely on these 
measures. 

The second principle concerns the responsibility of the present generation, 6s 
the primary beneficiary of the current exploitation of nuclear energy, to bear 
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the financial burden associated with the implementation of waste disposal 
opt ions. It has also been argued, however, that it should be recognized that 

I the current use of nuclear energy contributes to an improved standard of living 
that will benefit future generations. In any case, the timing of the 
implementation of waste disposal options will depend on a number of technical, 
social and economic factors. These include the availability and development of 
suitable sites and technology, the technical, advantages to be gained from 
interim storage of short-lived wastes and, in the case of used nuclear fuel, the 
desire not to discard prematurely various constituents that are of potential 
value to future generations.- 

‘The third principle concerns the level of risk that may be imposed on future 
generations since it is not possible to ensure total containment and isolation 
and absolute safety. On ethical grounds. and in keeping with the 
recommendafions of the ICRP, the radiological risks to future individuals should 
be limited on the same basis as are the risks to individuals living now. 
Moreover, the judgement is made that the level of protection to be afforded to 
future individuals shall not be less than that vhich is currently provided. 

4.2 Protection of the Environment 

Radioactive txlete diepoeat options shatt be implemented in a 
mamer such thixt there are VW predicted future impacts on the 
environment that wuld not be currently accepted and euch that 
the future uee of natural resource6 i6 mt prevented by either 
radioactive 0~ non-mdioactive contm&ant6. 

One of the primary goals of environmental protection is to ensure appropriately 
safe conditions for human activities. This includes the impacts on human health 
arising from non-radioactive substances which may also be released from waste 
disposal facilities. It is thought likely that the level of radiation 
protection afforded all human individuals ensures adequate protection of other 

* living species in the environment. although not necessarily individual members 
of those species. It follows then that by establishing the requirements found 
in this document concerning the radiation health burden on future generations, 
an appropriate requirement for environmental radiation protection is also 
formulated. 

However, there is also a need co provide adequate protection for the general 
environmemt from the impacts that might arise from either radioactive or 
non-radioactive contaminants. The disposal of radioactive wastes must therefore 
comply vfch the appropriate requirements governing land-use and the protection 
of natural resOurCeb# such as water. wildlife. fish, soil. forests. minerals and 
other economically viable commodities- This basic requirement applies both to 
the environment surrounding a vaste disposal facility and to the materfals 
consumed in its construction and operation. 

4.3 Protection of Human Health 

The primary focus in this section is on radiological aspects of human health. 
It must however be recognized that some non-radioactive substances also may have 
detrimental effects on health. These effects have already been addressed In 
Section 4.2. 
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4.3.1 General Requirement 

The predicted mdiologicat rick to individuals from a Lnete 
disposal facility shall not exceed 104 fatal cancepe 
and eeriouc genetic effects in a year, aalcutated without 
taking advantage of long-ten, inetitutional controls 48 a 
safety feature. 

In judging the acceptability of a disposal facility for which foiecasts of 
hypothetical exposures of individuais’ in the future are made, it-is not 
appropriate to apply dose limits in the manner practised today for the current 
operation of nuclear facilities. This is because it will not generally be 
possible in the long term to enforce compliance with any preselected dose 
limits. There is also considerable uncertainty as to whether the doses forecast 
will actually be received. This is due to the assumptions and uncertainties in 
predictive assessments concerning, for example. the location of the exposed 
individuals. It is also clear that waste disposal facilities may be subject to 
unlikely events and processes which could cause doses in excess of an individual 
dose limit. For example, seismic or tectonic phenomena can modify groundwater 
flov characteristics, and flooding and erosion may have a disruptive effect on 
near-surface facilities. Similarly, future human activities such ss 
well-drilling, mineral exploitation, building and farming could give rise to 
immediate radiation impacts and could modify the characteristics of existing 
environmental pathways as well as introduce new pathways. 

‘In order to take into account the hypothetical exposures committed in a year 
from both highly probable and less probable events and processes. the 
appropriate expression of the requirement is in terms of risk, where risk is 
defined as the probsbility that a fatal cancer OS serious genetic effect will 
occur to an individual or his or her descendants. Risk, vhen defined in this 
way, is the sum over all significant scenarios of the products of the 
probability of the scenario, the magnitude of the resultant dose and the 
probability of the health effect per unit dose. Where it is reasonable to 
assume that the probability of the scenario approximates unity, the risk is 
simply the product of the dose and the probability of the health effect per unit 
dose. This is often assumed to ba the case for groundwater transport of 
radionuclides to the human environment in the long term froma waste disposal 
facility. 

For lifelong continuous exposures, the present view of the ICRP is that the 
principal limit on effective dose equivalent to members of the public should be 
1 millisievert (1 mSv) in a year, taking into account exposures from all sources 
and facilities excluding medical irradiations and natural background radiation. 
Since the probability of fatal cancers and serious genetic effects is 
approximately 2 x 1W2 per sievert, the probability of these health effects 
associated with a dose of 1 mSv is.2 ,x 10-g. 

In the case of a single waste disposal facility, there fs a need to ensure that 
the predicted radiological risks associated with it are sufficiently lov s6 as 
to allow for uncertainties in exposure scenarios and their consequences. and 
also to allow for future nuclear activities which might impact on the same 
individuals. An appropriate and prudent rfsk level for individuals must 
therefore be chosen in keeping with the objective concerning the radiological 
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_~~ 
health burden on future generations. The level of risk selected, 1 x 10-6, 

,, ~.-' or 1 in a million. in a year, is a level of risk~from other activities that 
is considered to be insignificant by individuals in their daily lives- 

To put the foregoing into perspectyve, a risk-of 10-o in a year is the risk 
associated with a dose of 0.05 mSv in a yesr. Individual doses of 0.05 mSv in a 
year are a small fraction (approximately 2.5%) of the annual dose received by 
the general population in Canada from natural background radiation and are also 
of the same order of.magnitud,e as the doses to critical groups predicted from 
the routine release of radioactive effluents from nuclear power reactors in 

:Canada. 

6.3.2 Variance From the General Requirement 

If there is n6 practicable method of fully meeting the 
requirements of Section 4.3.1, an optimieation study 
shalt be performed in order to detemrine the preferred 
option. A disposal facility, under these ci?wwnstancss, 
shalt be: 

(a) compatible with the results of 6uCh a study, and 

Ibl such tkt the predicted risk to individuals doe6 
not exceed that which i6 presently accepted from current 
operations inuotving the sane wste6. - 

It is clearly the intent of this document to have the general requirement used 
as the basis for judging the acceptability of human health protection to the 
greatest extect practicable. However, for some waste types in a site-specific 
situation, there may be no realistic alternative to their disposal in a manner 
which requires long-term institutional controls as a safety feature. Uranium 
tuLJ.L caLALu*D m-5 0 *="--"a -li--- -= *--------LI-% --̂  *-..a--**.4 tn lnros vnl,met 

*. and which, in most practicable disposal options, require some form of long-term 
institutional control to guard against the occurrence of particular exposure 
D.s;SL.aLI"w. TI.Lr ..-- .I --A--- -a..-- .L.- -"*~*..‘v .4ia..-e.l nnr,nac usuallv involw 
some variation of surface or near-surface containment. In this case, measures 
must be implemented to deter inadvertent public access.to or misuse of the vast 
-----.. . .* .______- ---I ...-,r” 
controls may also permit future societies to tafte reme 

--*--*?.=~llmnrr I d m*inkypFta; & y&e$sto 

considered desirable. Rowever. in keeping with the requirement concerning the 
burden on future gencratioas. the need for such controls must be minimlre’d to 
the extent reasonably achievable. The process of determining what is reasonabl 
achievable is called optimizatfon atid is discussed in greater detail in 
Section 5.5. The stipulation that the predicted risk to individuals not exceed 
that which is presently accepted from current operations.involving the same 
wastes follows from the requirement concerning the burden on future generations 
It should be ensured that when the long-term risk predicted to arise from a 
waste disposal facility is compared to presently-accepted risks, a similar set 
of scenarios, critical groups and overall assumptiona are used. so that 
artificial differences betveen predictions of consequences. for today’s prscticc 
and those in the future are avoided. 
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5. GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION OF TliE BASIC RADIOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 Identifying the Individual of Concern 

The individual risk requirements in the long term should be 
applied to a group of people that is assumed to be located 
at a time afrd place where the risks are likely to be the 
greatest, irrespective of national boundatie.5. 

The concept of the critical group is commonly employed when applying individual 
dose limits to members of 'the.'public affected, by existing nuclear.facilities. 
This concept involves the identificstion of a relatively homogeneous group of 
people that is expected to receive the greatest exposure because of its 
location, age, habits and diet. Owing to the conservative assumptions usually 
made in selecting critical groups and in defining their lifestyles, the doses 
actually received by members of the group vi11 in most cases be lower than the 
estimated mea" dose of the critical group. It follows that doses to individuals 
outside the critical group are eve" lower. 

When considering potential exposures in the future. the precis~e identification 
of critical groups and their lifestyles is not possible because of 
uncertainties about population distributions, living habits, climate and other 
aspects of the environment. I" these circumstances. the individual risk 
requirements in the long term should be applied to a critical group of people 
that is assumed to be located at a time and place where the risks are likely to 
be the greatest regardless of national boundaries. This ens&es that 
individuals beyond the national border are afforded a level of radiation 
protection at least as stringent as the level afforded residents of Canada. 

Definition of the lifestyle of the hypothetical group of people should be based 
on present human behaviour using conservative, yet reasonable. assumptions. 
Similarly. the diet and metabolic characteristics of the group should be based 
on present knowledge, making the assumption that the basic dietary requirements 
of future individuals will be the same as those of people at present. 

5.2 Probabilities of Exposure Scenarios 

The probabilitiae of exposure scenarios should be aeetgned 
numertcat ulluee either on the Isis 4f relative frequenoy of 
occurrence OP through beat eetirmtes and e&nee&ng 
judgemente. 

In order to apply the risk requirements it is necessary to express the 
probabilities of exposure scenarios quantitatively. While the term 
'probability" is usually defined in terms of relative frequency of occurrence. 
the conventional system for assigning probabilities breaks down as the frequency 
of occurrence decreases. since little information exists on which to base 
predictions. Low probability exposure scenarios should therefore be assigned 
values through best estimates and engineering judgements. These values can be 
determined using a subjective probability approach in which s number is assigned 
to the likelihood of an event occurring in a defined period of time. as a 
measure of the degree of belief that the event will actually occur during that 
time. The assignment should be -de using quantitative analytical techniques to 
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-~ assess as broad a base of expert opinion as reasonably possible. The “se of 

I 
subjective probability is appropriate as long as the quantitative values 
assigned through best estimates and engineering judgements are consistent with 
the quantitative values of the actual relative frequencies in situations where 
more information is available. The uncertainty of the probability assigned 
should also be estimated. 

5.3 Timescale of Concern 

The per&xi for demotitmting comgdiunce with the +diwidual risk 
requirements using predictive mthemtical models need not ezceed 
10,000 years. Where predicted risks do not peak before 10,000 
years, them must be reasoned arguments that beyond 10,000 years 
the mte of tiionuctide release to the environment oil.1 not 
su@enty and drannticatly increase, and acute mdiotogicul risks 
will not be encountered by individuals. 

Demonstration that a radioactive waste disposal facility complies vith the 
individual risk requirements can only be done by forecasting future impacts 
using predictive mathematical modelling techniques. In any assessment of the 
performance of waste disposal options there are several general sources of 
uncertainty associated wi:h parameter values, the mathematical models and the 
specification of environmental pathways and.exposure scenarios. In general, 
these uncertainties vi11 increase as the period of prediction increases. On the 
other hand, the uncertainties are partially offset in that the potential hazard 
associated with radioactive wastes usually decreases vith time owing to 
radioactive decay of the source, unlike the potential hazard from many types of 
toxic chemical wastes vhich do not decay. 

In view of the increasingly speculative and uncertain environmental conditions 
that might exist in the future, estimates of individual risk in the far future 
may be subject to considerable error, given that environmental wdelling is a 
key part of risk assessment. For example, if severe changes in global climate 
were to occur, the human environment would also drastically change from that 
vhich exists today. It is therefore considered appropriate for regulatory 
decision-making purposes to establish an upper bound on the timespan for 
individual risk calculations. 

Selection of an upper bound, however. is a matter of judgement since there does 
not appear to be any objective way of limiting the assessments in a 
scientifically satisfying manner. Taking into account the characteristics of 
radioactive wastes. the options for their disposal, and the uncertainties in 
long-term predictions, it is considered that 10,000 years after the time.of 
waste emplacement is a reasonable maximum period for assessments of individual 
risk. 

For some waste types and disposal options, shorter time periods than 10,000 

years for predictive modelling are all that are necessary. This is particularly 
true vhere radioactive decay or radionuclide release.and dispersion are 
predicted to occur to the extent that risks to individuals are clearly on the 
decline. For other situations, assessments may show that the predicted risks to 
individuals do not peak before 10,000 years. This might occur where long-lived 
wastes are contained and isolated in geological formations that are relatively 
unaffected by natural sdrface phenomena and that are likely to remain stable 
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over extended timescales. In these cases, there must be reasoned argument 
leading to the conclusion that beyond 10,000 years sudden and dramatic increases 
in the rate of release to the environment will not occur, acute doses will not 
be encountered by individuals and that major impacts will not be imposed on the 
biosphere. ~. 

To put the maximum period of 10,000 years for assessment into perspective, it 
should be recognized that a number of experts believe that the next glacial 
episode will commence as early as several to tens of thousands of years from 
now. In the event of glaciation, itcan be expected that near-surface uastes 
in Canada will be dispersed 'and diluted. in the environment by the movement of 
ice sheets. It is also reasonable to assume that humans would avoid a heavily 
glaciated region during +n.ice age although they vould likely repopulate 'the 
region when gleciers recede many thousands of years later. Wastes at greater 
depth will be less affected by glaciation, depending on their depth below the 
surface and the nature of the geological host formation. For example, the 
evidence suggests that a deep geological repository for nuclear fuel wastes in 
hard crystalline rock would not be breached by the erosional effects of 
glaciation, although the regional groundwater flow system would likely be 
modified. 

5.4 Output From Predictive Modelling 

Calculations of in&v&at risks should be mzde by using 
the risk wnoersion factor of 2 t IO-2 per sieuert 
and the probabitity of the ezposuw scsnario with eiiher: 

(al the annual individual dose’ calculated 46 the oi&put frm 
deterministic puthtAlys anatysis; or- 

(b) the arithmetic mectn wtue of annual individual dose 
from the disttibutiox of individuot doem in a yeut 
catcukzted as the .output from probzbilistic analysis. 

There are two general approaches to mathematically modelling the long-term 
performance of waste disposal facilities. but ft must be recogcizcd that in 
either the deterministic or the probabilistic approach the results can only 
represent an approximation of the consequences, were releasesof radionuclides 
to occur. Confidence in the modelling output must then derive from a thorough 
examinatfoa of the assumptions, input data and mathematical rode16 constructed 
to represent the release snd transport of radioauclides and the subsequent 
exposure of individuals. Such an examination can be accomplished by a 
combination of several complementary methods. These include: 

((1) the use of an appropriate quality assurance program in the 
development, application and maintenance of computer models and in 
the gathering, interpretation and incorporation of data; 

(b) the use of experimental laboratory and field techniques for the 
validation of models and parameter values to the extent possible; 

*dose means the effective dose equivalent committed per year of exposure ,.~ 
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(c) peer review by independent experts; and 

,, (d) intercomparison of various modelling spproaches- 

In the traditional deterministic approach, a single value for each of the model 
parameters is selected from a range of input values to produce a single value of 
model output, usually in terms of annual individual dose which is the 
consequence of primary interest. When using this ‘technique, conservative 
assumptions are usually made to corapensst.s for the uncertainty fin modelling and 
to ensure that the calcula.tions overestimate the potential doses from possible 
releases from a facility. Excessive &onservatism hovever.is not to be used and 
a balanced choice of assumptions is to be made to ensure that the.overall 
assessment describes reasonable situations encompassing the full spectrum of 
exposure pathways. and ASSESSES their impacts in a rational manner. where 
complex systems are being modelled, sensitivity analyses should be conducted to 
investigate tha effect of changes in the values of model parameters on the 
magnitude of the dose estimate, particularly when the estimated dose is judged 
to be significant. Comparisons vlth the risk requirements are then 
straightforward provided that the probabilities of exposure scenarios have been 
properly assigned. 

Another approach now available involves probabilistic assessment techniques in 
vhich each parameter value is randomly selected from its probability 
distribution for input to the model. By repeating the analysis uany times, a 
distribution of consequences is obtained which represents the.spread and 
variation of outcomes as a result of variability and uncertainty in input 
parameter values for a particular scenario. This approach has certain 
advantages over the traditional deterministic approach by providing more 
infonaation. A frequency distribution of individual dose will usually display a 
most probable dose value and a maximum dose value in the high-tail extremity of 
the distribution and thus it is necessary to specify a means of comparing the 
output to the risk requirement. In this case, the arithmetic mean value of the 
distribution should be calculated and should be taken as being representative of 
the consequences predicted for an exposure scenario. such as that involving 
groundwater transport of radionuclides to the environment- In the same way as 
for deterministic assessments. sensitivity analyses should also be conducted to 
investigate the effect of changes in input assumptions and.model parameters on 
the mean value of dose. The latter should then be combined tith both the 
probability of the exposure scenario and the risk conversion factor for 
comparison with the individual risk requirements. 

By calculating the arithmetic mean value of the frequency distribution of dose, 
the significance of the extreme values may be overlooked. Since soma of these 
could conceivably result from combinations of reasonable parameter values, this 
would clearly be undesirable even though the fact that such combinations 
generate consequences in the tail-end of the distribution is indicative that 
their relative frequency of occurrence is low. Nonetheless, the relative 
frequencies of occurrence of high consequences may differ significantly between 
frequency distributions having the same mean value. An additional criterion 
appears to be needed to help judge the acceptability of an option for which 
probabilistic environmental pathvays analysis calculates high doses, albeit with 
s low relative frequency. It is judged acceptable to allow 5% of the estimated 
doses to exceed a dose of 1 mSv per year to take account of normal statistical 
variations which are inherent in the probabilistic assessment process. novever 
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the choice of the general risk requirement cakes account of this since a 5% 
occurrence of a dose of 1 r&v corresponds co a” average dose of 0.05 mSv. If  
more than a ST level of.occurrence is predicted at 1 mSv or higher doses, then 
the criterion for the arithmetic average itself cannot be met. Thus for the 
numbers chosen in this regulatory policy statement a secondary requirement is 
not specifically needed but is implied and needs Co be specifically addressed in 
proposals. 

5.5 Optimization 

When an.apttization 6tudy is pquired in accodiznce 
with Section 4.3.2,, it.‘8houtd t&l@ account of alZ 
relevant mdiotogixt and non-mdiotogicat factors- 

The ICRP principle chat all exposures should be as low as reasonably 
achievable, taking social and economic factors into account, may be regarded as 
being generally applicable. However, for the purposes of this regulatory 
document it is co be applied only co the disposal of radioactive wastes vhere 
the general risk requirement fs not likely co be met and thus where continuing 
long-term institutional controls are necessary. In other cases, the risk limit 
is sufficiently low Co be the primary requirement with optimization playing at 
most a secondary role Co help guide broader choices between options. 
Application of the opcimiracion principle is intended Co ensure chat all 
reasonable or practical opportunities to reduce doses are explored in a broad 
way. The factors Co be considered may Include both radiological and 
non-radiological aspects. human health and environmental protection, as well as 
II broad range of social and economic issues. For example, it ‘is appropriate to 
consider both public and worker risks associated vith each step of the sequence 
of activities involved in waste disposal and not simply the risks to individuals 
in the long term. Also it may be necessary to weight some factors Co take 
account of preferences such as might apply Co spatial and temporal distributions 
of risk and ocher radiological parameters. Some non-radiological factors 
include, but are not limited to, conventional safety, environmental impacts. 
transportation, the nature and length of any institutional controls and the 
susceptib&lity of disposal options to naturally occurring disruptive events and 
co human intrusion. Some of these factors will not be amenable co rigorous 
quantification and thus a full optimization study will require the use of 
considered judgement. There are various techniques which ea” help structure 
this type of analysis so that the chofces’vhich need to be made,are clear and 
the rationale for each choice can be fully documented. Ganerally. optimieation 
in this broad sense does not result In clear or unambiguous choices between 
disposal options in, the long term. It is for this reason, and the fact Chat the 
general risk requirement is so lov, chat opcimracion has not been given a 
prominent role in this document- 
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